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Innovative Tools
For Professional
Electricians And
Contractors

Introducing A Total System For Pulling & Feeding

cannon 1ok

C1oK

Faster

4 Speed dual capstan
9' & 18' (per min.) on low speed, 20' & 40' on high speed
Self contained - ready to pull
Quickly change from side pull to overhead, underground
or truck hitch
No gang box of parts
Adjustable counter-balance for easy setup
and a 15 lb. working weight
Pulls out 10 feet of extra wire
Universal adapter - the universal adapter sits on the conduit lock
nut, fits a wide range of sizes, and often eliminates the
need to use the conduit adapters on lighter pulls

Flashlight
Holder
Low Torque
- 5K Pulls

Safer
No anchoring required
Easy to transport
Ergonomic balance point
Telescoping
User stands to the side during pulls
Easily maneuvers into tight spaces
Length (fully extended) 10'6"
Width 30"

High Torque
- 10K Pulls

Smarter
Open front conduit adapters allow for easy
removal at the end of the pull from the top, eliminating the need
for any disassembly to pull additional wire
Super duty puller will perform on every wire pull
No disassembly, fully self-contained
Pivoting arm for easy rope access on overhead applications
Collapsible - stores and transports easily
Interchangeable components for adaptability on the job site
Recommended low stretch pulling rope size 5/8" or larger, many
use 3/4" or 7/8", minimum breaking strength 15,000 lb.
Easily extend boom with 2.5" rigid conduit

Includes
Cannon 10K™ cable puller (total weight 282 lbs.)
Universal adapter - for loads under 5,000 lb.
5 Conduit adapters sizes 2" through 4" (5" & 6" available)
Powered by a 20 amp, 2 speed coring motor with built-in slip
clutch (5 year factory warranty on motor)
Foot switch (UL listed)

Accessories
PC01- Pull Comms: Hands free noise cancelling head sets
with case
Pull Rope designed for faster wire pulling
NOTE: Patent Pending
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Extension
Available

Power
Feeder

PF5k

ReaL
Jacks

Video Demo

rj6k

Video Demo

Smarter
Jack up, transport, and power feed any wire (no lifting)
Match speeds with iToolco Cannon 10K Puller
Light weight and wheeled for easy maneuvering
Adjustable size to fits any spool from 22" to 72" diameter
5,000 lb. Load capacity

Faster
Variable speed 0 to 200 feet per minute
Rolls into place for an easy set-up

Safer
No anchoring needed
Axle-less, won’t tip over
No lifting heavy wire spools

Easily lift heavy wire reels for convenient pulling
Separate sides can be used safely on uneven ground
Use with the iToolco axle - designed for heavier loads
Won’t tip over

Smarter
Store and transport Real Jacks right on the iToolco Rope Tender
Can be used with 22" to 72" spools
Fits Wemco reels
Compact design and convenient handles
Easy to carry at 35 lbs. per side
Can be used with our axle, a 1.5" solid or a 2" rigid pipe

Faster

Specifications
Weight capacity 5,000 lb.
Spool diameters 22" to 72"
Spool types: wood, plastic,
steel, and parallel spools
Foot switch (UL listed)
Drive side
- Width 19"
- Length 44" to 64-1/2"
- Height 10-1/2"
- Weight 67 lbs.
Free spinning side
- Width 15-1/2"
- Length 44" to 64-1/2"
- Height 10-1/2"
- Weight 48 lbs.
NOTE: Patent Pending

Safer

Set up in less than 1 minute
Four 20,000 lb. rated bearings make wire
pulling smooth and easy
No drills or extra tools needed
Fast and easy to jack up

Specifications

Real Jacks & Power Feeder
Shown In-Use

Length: 37"
Width: 10" per side
Lowest height (for 22" spool): 11-1/2"
Height fully extended (for 72" spool):
38-1/2"
Weight per side: 35 lbs.
iToolco axle specifications: high chromium content engineered for
loads up to 6,000 lb., 2-1/16" I.D., 2--1/2" O.D.
NOTE: Patent Pending
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Rope
Tender
Easier

rto1

Conveniently
store and move
Real Jacks on the
Rope Tender

Easy to set up
and transport
Light and
maneuverable
- 38 lbs.
Easy one person
operation
Horizontal or
vertical use

Faster
Saves time
Crank handle for
faster re-spooling

Pull
-Comm

PCo1

A better and more affordable
way to communicate in noisy
environments. The headsets
combine hearing protection and
2-way radio communications.
Eight pre-programmed channels
Hearing protection with a Noise
Reduction Rating of 25 dB
Convenience features include
deep earcup design and wide,
softly-padded headband
Ghost voicing mode control and
VOX and PTT radio transmit

Safer
Prevents injuries
from lifting and
handling rope
No more lifting
heavy wire spools

Smarter

Video Demo

Real-Time Pulling Communication
Between Pulling and Feeding Ends

Axle-less technology
Multi-directional
Rolls over rough terrain on job site
Cleaner handling of expensive rope (high & dry)

Specifications
Length, handle compacted,
49", handle extended 60"
Width, 23"
Weight, 38 lbs.
Spool widths,
12"-35"
Spool diameters,
12"-32"
300 lb.
Weight limit
Spool and
NOTE:
un-spool
Patent Pending
rope easily
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P 78600

Accessories

axo1

Pull Rope - designed for faster wire pulling
Axle - high chromium content engineered for loads
up to 6,000 lb., 2-1/16" I.D., 2--1/2" O.D.
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